Abstract. The design and implementation method of large mass information management system is researched, and the efficiency of information management is improved. In the design process of large mass information management system, a design method of the information management system is proposed based on weak clustering algorithm. The data are decomposed by the features of data in information management system, according to the data features, all data are fused. The data in the massive information management system are divided effectively, the calculation of the feature association probability is completed, classification of property elements is obtained through weak clustering method, so as to realize the normal operation of the large mass information management system. The experiment results show that, this method has high efficiency, it can meet the demand of information management system design.
Introduction
With the rapid development of computer information processing technology, the design of information management system for large mass data has become the core content of comp uter technology information research areas. Therefore, how to mine the target information in the mass information is very important, so as to realize the design of information manage ment system for large mass data, it has great significance in the field of computer informat ion management, and it has caused a lot of attention from experts [1] [2] [3] . At present, the desi gn methods of the information management system include as: information management syst em design method based on decision tree algorithm, information management system design method based on association rule algorithm, and design method of the information manage ment system based on fuzzy clustering algorithm. Among them, the most commonly used is the design method of the information management system based on association rule algorit hm. Because of the information management system design method has broad development space in the information field, therefore, it has great potential for development [4, 5] Principle of design method of large massive information management system A Relationship matching of data in information management system In the information management system of large mass data, large amounts of data have relation to each other, there is a certain relationship, the relationship is described by the datamessage, the association feature of the data is key part of information management system, feature of the data is mined in this paper, the data mining algorithm is designed, the principle is shown as follows:
First, the relevant feature of data in information management system is obtained, the data feature decomposition is completed, the following feature matrix can be obtained:
Wherein, k is the number of data of information management system, l is the data types number, kl A is the l th data in the k th type, the data feature matrix of the information management system is converted, the average value of feature is obtained as:
According to the data features in information management system, the whole data fusion is completed, obtain the results as:
Wherein, kl U is the data set composed by the data features in data information management system after interference filtering.
( )
h A A is the data feature extraction function, it can be described by the following formula:
According to the related decision probability of data information management system, the massive data can be effectively divided by the features, the association probability of all data feature is calculated as:
Where, ( ) k r d is used to express a priori probability of data,
the corresponding conditional probability. Assumed the correlation of the data between the features is poor, then:
� （7） According to the data characteristics, the correlation probability of different kinds of data is calculated:
B Implementation of correlation data weak clustering processing of information manage ment system
Assumed data elements in the information management system is composed of correlation data, the data set is
, , , p U u u u =  is used to describe the k element of the data, wherein, the property of the data as above is
u j is the value of k element of the data on the property, the attribute elements are cl assified through weak clustering method, the quantitative elements are converted into the cat egory type.
In the information management system, the data sample space { } 
Simulation experiments
In order to verify the validity of the method in this paper, the simulation is taken, in the process of the experiment, the traditional algorithm and the new algorithm are used for design of large mass information management system, the data query is taken in the management system, and the features are extracted, the data query efficiency is used as the comparison index, the results are obtained as follows, which shown in Figure 1 . According to the above results, we can lean that the new method is applied in information management system design, it can quickly query the information of the target, satisfactory results are obtained, the efficiency is better than the traditional method.
Conclusions
In the design process of large mass information management system, a design method of the information management system is proposed based on weak clustering algorithm. The data are decomposed by the features of data in information management system, according to the data features, all data are fused. The data in the massive information management system are divided effectively, the calculation of the feature association probability is completed, and the classification of property elements is obtained through weak clustering method, so as to realize the normal operation of the large mass information management system. The experiment results show that, this method has high efficiency, it can meet the demand of information management system design, it has good application value in practice.
